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Abstract—To rank performance of estimators, we propose
to use weighted averaging based on estimator randomization
and attribute support, respectively. We assume that the “best”
estimator random and may be any of the considered estimators.
Different error metrics provide different observations of the
random variable. A better estimator has a larger probability
to be the “best” one according to an error metric, and thus
we can translate the data of the error metric to the probability
mass function (pmf) of the random variable conditioned on that
error metric. We combine the pmfs by corresponding weights
to obtain a fused pmf that can be used to rank the estimators.
The weights are determined by an observation support vector
(OSV) obtained by an observation support matrix (OSM) that is
composed of similarity of each pmf pair in terms of the proposed
Kullback-Leibler ratio divergence (KLRD). Weighted averaging
based on attribute support needs data normalization, and its
weights are determined by an attribute support vector (ASV)
obtained by an attribute support matrix (ASM) that is composed
of pairwise cosine similarity of attributes. The idea of estimator
randomization and attribute support can also be used to solve
other multiple-attribute ranking problems.

Keywords—Performance ranking, estimation, attribute, random-
ization.

I. INTRODUCTION

Estimation algorithms are widely used in science and
engineering. Evaluation of their performance is important.
Root-mean-square error (RMSE) is the most popular error
metric for estimation performance evaluation, but it has two
serious flaws, as pointed out in [1]. First, it pays too much
attention on how bad the performance is, so it is highly large-
error dominant. For instance, if all 100 terms of estimation
error are around 1 except for one term of 600, then RMSE ≈
60. We may find RMSE unreasonable because it ignores small
errors even if they are in an overwhelmingly large number. In
other words, it is highly pessimistic [2]. Second, RMSE has
no clear physical interpretation. For performance evaluation,
RMSE should thus often be replaced by some other metrics.

To overcome the drawbacks of RMSE and enrich the
theoretical work on measures for estimation performance eval-
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uation, [1] proposed some error metrics, including average Eu-
clidean error (AEE), geometric average error (GAE), harmonic
average error (HAE), median error, and error mode. Also
presented were corresponding error metrics that are relative
to, e.g., the estimand (i.e., the quantity to be estimated). As
showed in [1] and [2], the (absolute and relative) RMSE and
AEE are pessimistic since they focus on bad performance; the
(absolute and relative) HAE is optimistic since it focuses on
good performance; the (absolute and relative) GAE, median
error and error mode are not pessimistic nor optimistic. The
above error metrics can also be viewed as measures of central
tendency of error (CTE) [3] [4]. As measures of CTE, however,
they have drawbacks. To overcome those drawbacks, [3] pro-
posed iterative mid-range error (IMRE) that is an appropriate
measure of CTE. The above error metrics are incomprehensive
since different metrics reflect different performance aspects.

Given multiple estimators, most people may use RMSE to
rank their performance. As mentioned above, RMSE should
often be replaced by some other metrics. Thus, people can
also use other error metrics to rank the performance. In short,
they rank estimators in terms of the same error metric. Such
a method is not without controversy. First, this method is
one-sided since different metrics reflect different performance
aspects. For example, HAE focuses on good performance.
Second, ranking according to different error metrics may be
inconsistent; that is, different error metrics may lead to differ-
ent ranking results. For instance, consider three estimators x̂1,
x̂2 and x̂3. In terms of RMSE, x̂1 is better than x̂2 and x̂2

better than x̂3. However, by AEE, x̂1 may be better than x̂3

and x̂3 better than x̂2. Thus, ranking results are not consistent.

In this paper, to avoid the drawbacks of ranking estimators
by an incomprehensive error metric, we consider to rank them
in a composite way based on multiple incomprehensive error
metrics which reflect different performance aspects. Using
“joint” information and “marginal” information are two ap-
proaches to obtain the ranking of estimators, respectively [5].
Here, “joint” information is relative to mutual relationships
of the estimators, and “marginal” information is about each
estimator itself. Using “marginal” information is just like using
a ruler to measure the performance of estimators, and one way
of using “joint” information is to let the estimators compete
with each other. For comparing performance of rival estimators
of a parameter, Pitman [6] proposed a criterion based on the
probability that one estimator is closer to the parameter than
the other. If this probability exceeds 0.5 for each value of the



parameter, then the first estimator can be considered superior
to the second [7]. This criterion is known as Pitman’s closeness
criterion or Pitman’s closeness measure (PCM). PCM is a
“joint” information user. Just like PCM, for multiple-attribute
ranking problems, [5] defined a multiple-attribute competition
measure (MCM) that can be used in estimation performance
ranking given multiple error metrics. However, both PCM and
MCM have drawbacks. One is that PCM counts “winning”,
but not “how much winning”. To overcome this drawback, [8]
proposed a relative loss measure and a relative gain measure.
Nontransitivity of PCM is the most severe problem for estima-
tion performance ranking. To solve this problem of PCM and
use the “joint” information, [5] proposed to use an estimator
ranking vector (ERV) to rank estimator performance. Given
multiple error metrics, a weighted average is a “marginal”
information user, since different error metrics are different
rulers and a weighted average is another ruler that includes
the information of those individual rulers.

In this paper, to rank performance of estimators in a
composite way based on multiple incomprehensive error met-
rics, we propose two weighted averaging methods based on
estimator randomization and attribute support, respectively.
Both are “marginal” information users.

Consider estimator randomization first. Let X̂ be the set of
estimators under consideration: X̂ = {x̂1, x̂2, · · · , x̂N}. Our
goal is to rank these estimators. We assume that the “best”
estimator is random and may be any of these estimators. We
rank these estimators by the rank of pi = P {x̂ = x̂i}. This
means that a better estimator has a larger probability to be
the “best” estimator—the larger the probability is, the better
the corresponding estimator is. So, the key is to obtain this
probability mass function (pmf) of x̂, P = [p1, . . . , pN ]T .

Clearly, estimation error data in terms of an error metric
(e.g., 1.05, 1.21, 1.08 as RMSEs of x̂1, x̂2, x̂3) carries useful
information about the quality of an estimator and thus the
sought-after pmf. As such, from each error metric i, we can
obtain a pmf of x̂. We call this pmf Pi the one conditioned
on error metric i. We assume multiple data of error metrics
are given. So multiple such pmfs can be obtained. We use a
weighted sum of these pmfs Pi as the fused pmf P to rank the
estimators. So, this approach involves two tasks: (a) translate
the data of error metrics to pmfs of x̂ and (b) determine the
weight for fusing the pmfs. The first task will be handled in
Section II.

For the second task, we propose to use an observation
support vector (OSV) whose elements are the weights to sum
the pmfs. These elements reflect how much an observation is
supported by the others. The larger the element is, the more
support it has from the others. The more supported observation
is more reliable, and thus it should have a heavier weight. For
example, an OSV [0.1, 0.3, 0.6] for RMSE, AEE, and GAE
indicates that the weights for RMSE, AEE, GAE are 0.1, 0.3,
and 0.6, respectively. Such an OSV may be obtained from a
set of error data in which GAE is supported more than AEE,
and AEE more than RMSE.

OSV is obtained from an observation support matrix
(OSM) that is composed of similarity of pmf pairs. There are
many similarity measures for a pmf pair. The most popular
such measure is probably the Kullback-Leibler divergence

(or Kullback-Leibler information). It is non-negative and is
equal to zero if and only if the two distributions are the
same. However, we do not use it because of the following
drawback. When the compared two distributions are different,
the Kullback-Leibler divergence may be very large. This is
not good for ranking estimation performance since the large
one may be dominant. To overcome this drawback, we pro-
pose a new similarity measure named Kullback-Leibler ratio
divergence (KLRD). KLRD is between zero and one, and it is
equal to one if and only if the two distributions are the same.

Also, we propose another weighted averaging based on
attribute support. Here, first we normalize the data of error
metrics. Then, we propose a new weighted average by using
an attribute support vector (ASV). The elements of ASV reflect
how much the corresponding attributes are supported by the
other attributes. The larger the element is, the more support
it has from the others. Thus, we use these elements as the
weights. This is similar to OSV. Here, we obtain ASV from
the attribute support matrix (ASM) that is composed of data
similarity of attributes. If the data of two attributes are more
similar, then the two attributes support each other more. The
data similarity of attributes is measured by the cosine similarity
[9].

This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
estimator randomization and how to translate the data of
error metrics to pmfs of x̂ conditioned on the metrics. In
Section III, we discuss KLRD, cosine similarity, OSM, OSV,
ASM and ASV in detail. Two methods of obtaining OSV (or
ASV) are proposed. Also, specific steps of ranking estimation
performance based on estimator randomization and attribute
support are provided. In Section IV, an example is provided
to illustrate how to rank estimation performance based on
estimator randomization and attribute support. The other ex-
ample is given to illustrate how to use the idea of estimator
randomization and attribute support to solve other multiple-
attribute ranking problems. Section V concludes the paper.

II. ESTIMATOR RANDOMIZATION

A better estimator has a larger probability to be the
“best” estimator, so the better the estimator is, the larger the
corresponding probability is. Given an error metric, ranking
of the estimators can be obtained, which can be used to
obtain the pmf of x̂ conditioned on the metric. As mentioned
in Introduction, error metrics evaluate estimators by different
aspects, and thus they provide different observations of the
estimator x̂. Those estimators can be viewed as realizations of
the estimator x̂. Then how to translate the data of error metrics
to pmfs of x̂?

A. Reference and Translation

Here, to translate the data of error metrics to pmfs of
x̂ conditioned on the metrics, we need a reference. In this
paper, we select a reference point and obtain the pmfs of
x̂ satisfying the four requirements. First, a better estimator
should have a larger probability to be the “best” estimator
judged by the error metrics. For example, consider three
estimators x̂1, x̂2, and x̂3. RMSE provides an observation
of x̂ and “prefers” x̂2 most, then x̂3, and x̂1 least. Then we
translate the RMSE data to the pmf conditioned on RMSE of



x̂ as PRMSE {x̂ = x̂1}, PRMSE {x̂ = x̂2}, and PRMSE {x̂ = x̂3}.
We should have PRMSE {x̂ = x̂2} > PRMSE {x̂ = x̂3} >
PRMSE {x̂ = x̂1}. Second, the pmfs of x̂ should be location
invariant. The pmf of a shifted version should be as same as
that of the original version because the relative position of the
elements do not change. For example, given three estimators

x̂1, x̂2, and x̂3 with RMSE [5, 1, 2]T and a shifted version

[7, 3, 4]
T

of the RMSE, x̂ should have the same pmf. Third,
the pmfs of x̂ should be scale invariant. This is essential to deal
with cases with different units and order of magnitude, that is,
cases with different units and order of magnitude should have
the same pmf. For example, given three estimators x̂1, x̂2, and

x̂3 with RMSE [5, 1, 2]T and a scaled version [10, 2, 4]T of the
RMSE, x̂ should have the same pmf. Fourth, when the data set
of an error metric is equispaced, the ranking entropy should be
largest. Here, an equispaced data set means that the Euclidean
distance of two adjacent elements is a positive constant.

Assume an error metric gives X = {e1, · · · , eN}, where ei

is the (absolute or relative) error of the ith estimator, N is the
number of estimators, and X stands for the results of an error
metric. The reference point is

eref = max {X} +
max {X} − min {X}

N − 1
(1)

Then, we can translate the data of the error metric to a pmf
of the random variable x̂ as follows.

• Calculate the reference point by (1).

• Calculate the distance between ei and eref as

εi , eref − ei

• Calculate the pmf of the random variable x̂ as

P {x̂ = x̂i} =
εi

N∑
i=1

εi

Note that, if e1 = e2 = · · · = eN , then P {x̂ = x̂i} = 1/N .

The above reference point and translation method can
satisfy the above four requirements. We prove the first three
requirements as follows.

Proof: A better estimator has a larger εi, and thus by this
method a better estimator has a larger probability P {x̂ = x̂i}.

Suppose that a new error metric X∗ = {e∗1, · · · , e∗N} is
formed by shifting X = {e1, · · · , eN} by a; that is, e∗i = ei+a.
Then the reference point for X∗ is

e∗ref = max {X∗} +
max {X∗} − min {X∗}

N − 1
= eref + a

The distance between e∗i and e∗ref is

ε∗i , e∗ref − e∗i = (eref + a) − (ei + a) = eref − ei = εi

Thus, the new pmf of the random variable x̂ is

P ∗ {x̂ = x̂i} =
ε∗i

N∑
i=1

ε∗i

=
εi

N∑
i=1

εi

= P {x̂ = x̂i}

Therefore, the location invariance holds.

Suppose that a new error metric X∗ = {e∗1, · · · , e∗N}
is formed by multiplying X = {e1, · · · , eN} by a positive
constant b; that is, e∗i = bei. Then the reference point for X∗

is

e∗ref = max {X∗} +
max {X∗} − min {X∗}

N − 1
= beref

The distance between e∗i and e∗ref is

ε∗i , e∗ref − e∗i = beref − bei = b (eref − ei) = bεi

Thus, the new pmf of the random variable x̂ is

P ∗ {x̂ = x̂i} =
ε∗i

N∑
i=1

ε∗i

=
bεi

N∑
i=1

bεi

= P {x̂ = x̂i}

Therefore, the scale invariance holds.

B. Ranking Entropy

We introduce the ranking entropy as follows. Assume an
error metric gives X = {e1, · · · , eN} and its ordered version
is X =

{
e(1), · · · , e(N)

}
. The estimators have a ranking

according to the ordered errors. Then we add another estimator
and assume its error e+ is between e(1) and e(N). Thus,

we obtain a new error set X =
{
e(1), · · · , e+, · · · , e(N)

}

and a new ranking. Here, we define a random variable γ
corresponding to the new ranking. Each possible new ranking
is viewed to correspond to a realization of γ. We assume e+

is cast uniformly between e(1) and e(N), and then let the pmf
of the random variable γ be

P {γ = γi} =
e(i+1) − e(i)

e(N) − e(1)

where γi is the ranking: e1, · · · , e(i), e+, e(i+1), · · · , eN . Then
define ranking entropy as

Sr =

N−1∑

i=1

P {γ = γi} lnP {γ = γi}

According to this definition, we can prove the fourth
requirement as follows.

Proof: For an equispaced data set of an error metric, we
have e(i+1) − e(i) = c, where c is a positive constant. The
reference point is

eref = max {X} +
max {X} − min {X}

N − 1
= e(N) + c = e(N+1)

Then

P {γ = γ1} = P {γ = γ2} = · · · = P {γ = γN}

Thus, the ranking entropy is maximum.

Therefore, the proposed reference point satisfies all the four
requirements.



C. 0-1 Scaling

The weighted averaging based on attribute support needs
data normalization because different performance metrics may
have different units and magnitudes. For example, it is mean-
ingless to add 5 kilometers and 60 kilograms directly. There
are several data normalization methods. We had better choose
an appropriate one in specific cases for our purpose. Here,
for simplicity, we select a popular data normalization method
called 0-1 scaling described as follows.

Assume XN = {xi, i = 1, . . . , N} is the original data set
of size N , and X∗

N = {x∗

i , i = 1, . . . , N} is the normalized
data set. Then 0-1 scaling is described as

x∗

i =
xi − min {XN}

max {XN} − min {XN}
(2)

We can see that the minimum and maximum elements of XN

are changed to 0 and 1, respectively, and the other elements
of X∗

N are between 0 and 1.

III. OBSERVATION SUPPORT VECTOR AND ATTRIBUTE

SUPPORT VECTOR

In Section II, all error metrics provide observations of the
estimators x̂ and based on them we can obtain pmfs of x̂. Now,
we need to measure the similarity of each pmf pair so as to
obtain the observation support matrix and fuse these pmfs into
one.

A. Kullback-Leibler Ratio Divergence

The most popular similarity measure for a pmf pair is
probably the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence. For pmfs P1

and P2, their KL divergence is defined as

DKL(P1, P2) =
∑

i

P1 (i) ln

(
P1 (i)

P2 (i)

)

KL divergence has the following physical meaning [10]. It
is a measure of the information lost when one distribution is
used to approximate another; that is, it measures the expected
number of extra bits required to code samples from the
“true” distribution using a code based on another distribution,
rather than using a code based on the “true” distribution. KL
divergence is always non-negative and is equal to zero if and
only if the two distributions are the same. However, it may
be very large when P1 is very different from P2. This is a
drawback for estimation performance ranking since the large
one may be dominant. Another drawback of it for estimation
performance ranking is: the smaller it is, the more similar the
pmfs are. This is opposed to our purpose to have a larger
weight for the observation that is more supported (similar to
the others). Thus, we propose the following Kullback-Leibler
ratio divergence (KLRD). KLRD of P2 from P1 is defined as

DKLR(P1, P2) =

∑
i

P1 (i) ln 1
P1(i)

∑
i

P1 (i) ln 1
P2(i)

=

∑
i

P1 (i) lnP1 (i)

∑
i

P1 (i) lnP2 (i)
(3)

For probability density functions f1 and f2, KLRD of f2 from
f1 is defined as

DKLR(f1, f2) =

∫
f1(t) ln 1

f1(t)∫
f1(t) ln 1

f2(t)

=

∫
f1(t) ln f1(t)∫
f1(t) ln f2(t)

In fact, KLRD is a derivative of the KL divergence since

DKL(P1, P2) =
∑

i

P1 (i) lnP1 (i) −
∑

i

P1 (i) lnP2 (i)

=
∑

i

P1 (i) ln
1

P2 (i)
−

∑

i

P1 (i) ln
1

P1 (i)

Since DKL(P1, P2) ≥ 0, we have DKLR(P1, P2) ∈ (0, 1].
DKLR(P1, P2) = 1 if and only if P1 is the same as P2. KLRD
can greatly alleviate the dominance of the Kullback-Leibler
divergence because DKLR(P1, P2) → 0 as DKL(P1, P2) → ∞.
In this paper, we measure the similarity of each pmf pair by
KLRD.

B. Cosine Similarity

Here, we use the cosine similarity to measure the similarity
of each two attributes so as to obtain the attribute support
matrix.

Consider M attributes (error metrics) for each of N estima-

tors. The jth attribute is described as S∗

j =
[
s∗j1, . . . , s

∗

jN

]T
,

where j = 1, 2, . . . , M . The jth normalized attribute is

Sj = [sj1, . . . , sjN ]
T

. Then data similarity of two attributes
can be described by the cosine similarity [9] of two vectors as

cos (Sj , Sk) =
Sj · Sk

‖Sj‖ ‖Sk‖
=

N∑
i=1

SjiSki

√
N∑

i=1

(Sji)
2 ×

√
N∑

i=1

(Ski)
2

(4)
Since Sj and Sk have no negative elements, cos (Sj , Sk) is
between zero and one. Sj and Sk are the same if and only if
cos (Sj, Sk) is equal to 1. cos (Sj , Sk) equals 0 if and only if
Sj and Sk are orthogonal: Sj · Sk = 0 (e.g., Sj = [0, 1] and
Sk = [1, 0]).

C. Observation Support Matrix and Attribute Support Matrix

Error metrics provide observations of x̂ and we obtain the
pmfs of x̂ as P1, P2, · · · , PM . By (3), we can obtain the
pairwise similarity measure. Then, we define the observation
support matrix (OSM) as

YOSM ,




DKLR(P1, P1) · · · DKLR(P1, PM )

...
. . .

...
DKLR(PM , P1) · · · DKLR(PM , PM )



 (5)

and the attribute support matrix (ASM) as

YASM ,




cos (S1, S1) · · · cos (S1, SM )

...
. . .

...
cos (SM , S1) · · · cos (SM , SM )



 (6)

The OSM (or ASM) matrix contains the entire pairwise
similarity results of all pmfs (or attributes). The ith row of
OSM (or ASM) can be viewed as support of all observations
(or attributes) to the ith one. Actually, we can also select other
appropriate similarity measures to replace the KLRD (or cosine
similarity).



D. Observation Support Vector and Attribute Support Vector

In this paper, we propose two weighted averaging meth-
ods based on estimator randomization and attribute support,
respectively. The weights are determined by the observation
support vector (OSV) and the attribute support vector (ASV),
respectively.

Define the OSV (or ASV) as

r = [r1, . . . , rM ]
T

where M is the number of error metrics and ri > 0
(i = 1, . . . , M ). The elements of OSV (or ASV) reflect
how much the corresponding observations (or attributes) are
supported by the others. Here, we assume that the more
supported observation (or attribute) is more reliable than the
less supported one, and thus the more supported observation
(or attribute) should have a heavier weight. This is consistent
with our purpose because the final ranking result should reflect
what most observations (or attributes) support. We can also
conclude that a larger weight means that the observation (or
attribute) is more reliable. Thus, the elements of OSV (or ASV)
can be viewed as the reliability degree of the corresponding
observations (or attributes). Then, how to obtain OSV (or
ASV) from OSM (or ASM)? We propose the following two
methods.

First suppose that all the observations (or attributes) are

equally reliable; that is, OSV (or ASV) is [1, . . . , 1]T . Then,
we define sum score vector of first round (SSV1) as

SSV1 = YX [1, . . . , 1]
T

(7)

where X stands for OSM or ASM. Its jth component is
the support of all observations (or attributes) to the jth one.
Thus, a larger element of SSV1 means that the corresponding
observation (or attribute) is supported more than that of a
smaller element of SSV1.

However, SSV1 sometimes does not reflect the support
of the observations (or attributes) very well because of the
following drawbacks. First, SSV1 ignores the prior information
(i.e., using equal weights) of the observations (or attributes)
and treats them the same. Second, the information of the OSM
(or ASM) matrix is not completely explored. For example,
if we treat the result of SSV1 as the prior information (i.e.,

replace [1, . . . , 1]
T

with SSV1) and recalculate SSV1 by (7),
we may have a different SSV1. Then we need to explore more
information of the OSM (or ASM) matrix. Thus, we define
sum score vector of second round (SSV2) as

SSV2 = Y 2
X [1, . . . , 1]T = YXSSV1

We conclude that SSV1 can be viewed as the prior information.
Compared with SSV1, SSV2 explores more information of
OSM (or ASM) and thus makes better use of OSM (or ASM).

Since SSV2 can explore more information of the OSM (or
ASM), a natural idea is to multiply the OSM (or ASM) more
times. The extreme case is to do it infinite times. This leads
to the sum score vector (SSV)

SSV = lim
n→∞

Y n
X [1, . . . , 1]

T

∥∥∥Y n
X [1, . . . , 1]T

∥∥∥
(8)

This limit exists because OSM (or ASM) is a positive matrix,
as illustrated in [11] for such matrices.

Compared with SSV1 and SSV2, SSV explores much more
information of the OSM (or ASM) and makes much better use
of OSM (or ASM). Note that SSV is a steady-state result.

Here, we let OSV (or ASV) equal SSV. The above method
is the first one to obtain OSV (or ASV). The second method
to obtain OSV (or ASV) is described as follows.

As mentioned above, the elements of OSV (or ASV) can be
viewed as reliability degrees of the corresponding observations
(or attributes): the larger the element is, the more reliable
the observation (or attribute) is. Support by a more reliable
observation (or attribute) should be more valuable than a less
reliable observation (or attribute). Thus, we define the final
support score zj of the jth observation (or attribute) as

zj = YXj1r1 + · · · + YXjM rM

Thus, the final support scores of all observations (or attributes)
can be written as

z = YXr (9)

where z = [z1, . . . , zM ]
T

is the final support score vector.
Because reliability observations (or attributes) should be sup-
ported more, here, we assume that the final support scores are
proportional to the reliable degrees (i.e., the elements of OSV
(or ASV)) of the observations (or attributes),

z = λr (10)

where λ is a positive real number.

By (9) and (10), we have

YXr = λr

Now, obtaining OSV (or ASV) becomes finding eigenvectors
of matrix YX. The Perron-Frobenius theorem shows that YX

has a unique normalized eigenvector r (i.e., ‖r‖ = 1) with
all positive entries and its corresponding eigenvalue is positive
and the largest in magnitude.

Perron-Frobenius Theorem (positive matrix). For any
An×n > 0 (i.e., each element of A is a positive number), the
following holds [12].

• There is a unique positive eigenvector r (all positive
entries) of A, where r has a norm of 1.

• The corresponding eigenvalue (i.e., λ) of the positive
eigenvector r is positive and the largest in magnitude.

According to this theorem, given any positive matrix YX,
we can obtain OSV (or ASV) (i.e., the unique normalized
eigenvector r with all positive entries).

In fact, to calculate the positive eigenvector, we can use
the following limitation method [11]

r = lim
n→∞

Y n
X r0

‖Y n
X r0‖

(11)

where r0 is any positive vector. Compared with SSV (8), this

limit leads to SSV when r0 = [1, . . . , 1]T : r = SSV. Thus,
this method can also be viewed as a steady-state result by an
infinite number of identical support presented by matrix YX.



The above two methods lead to the same OSV (or ASV),
according to (8) and (11). Perron-Frobenius theorem concludes
that OSV (or ASV) is unique (i.e., a fixed point).

Since the diagonal elements of OSM (or ASM) represent
how much the observations (or attributes) support each other,
we have the following consideration. If the diagonal elements
are much larger than off-diagonal elements, then do they
dominate the support of the other observations (or attributes)?
For example, if

YX =

[
10000 0.2 0.7
0.2 10000 0.6
0.7 0.6 10000

]

what will happen? Here, from the following theorem, we
conclude that the value of the identical diagonal elements do
not matter at all.

Theorem. For a positive matrix, if the diagonal elements
are all equal to c, then the normalized eigenvectors do not
change no matter what c is.

Proof: Consider a positive matrix

Y =





c y12 · · · y1N

y21 c · · · y2N

...
...

. . .
...

yN1 yN2 · · · c





Its eigenvalue and eigenvector are λ and r, respectively. Then
we have

Y r = λr

that is,

cr1 + y12r2 + · · · + y1NrN = λr1

y21r1 + cr2 + · · · + y2NrN = λr2

...

yN1r1 + yN2r2 + · · · + crN = λrN

If the diagonal elements of Y are multiplied by a positive

number α to yield Y
′

, then we have

αcr1 + y12r2 + · · · + y1NrN

= (αc − c) r1 + cr1 + y12r2 + · · · + y1NrN

= (αc − c) r1 + λr1

= (αc − c + λ) r1

y21r1 + αcr2 + · · · + y2NrN

= (αc − c + λ) r2

...

yN1r1 + yN2r2 + · · · + αcrN

= (αc − c + λ) rN

That is,
Y

′

r = (αc − c + λ) r

Thus, the normalized eigenvectors do not change, although the
eigenvalues changed.

This theorem can be interpreted as follows. An observation
(or attribute) is not supported by itself but by the other
observations (or attributes); that is, self-support does not count.
Even if the observations (or attributes) support themselves very
much, this does not affect the results at all.

E. Steps for Ranking Performance

Ranking estimation performance based on estimator ran-
domization consists of the following steps:

• Calculate the reference points and pmfs of the estima-
tor x̂.

• Calculate similarity of each pmf pair by (3).

• Form the OSM (5).

• Calculate OSV—the positive normalized eigenvector
of OSM.

• Treat the elements of OSV as weights and obtain the
fused pmf.

• Rank the estimators by the fused pmf.

Ranking estimation performance based on attribute support
consists of the following steps:

• Normalize the data for each attribute (error metric).

• Calculate data similarity of each attribute pair by (4).

• Form the ASM (6).

• Calculate ASV—the positive normalized eigenvector
of ASM.

• Treat the elements of ASV as weights and calculate
the weighted average for each estimator.

• Rank the estimators by their weighted averages.

IV. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE

Consider five estimators x̂1, x̂2, x̂3, x̂4 and x̂5. Their
estimation errors x̃1, x̃2, x̃3, x̃4 and x̃5 have the following dis-
tributions x̃1 ∼ N (0.8, 1), x̃2 ∼ 0.9N (0.5, 1) + 0.1N (4, 1),
x̃3 ∼ 0.9N (0.6, 1) + 0.1N (2.5, 1), x̃4 ∼ 0.98N (0.1, 1) +
0.02N (14, 1) and x̃5 ∼ N (0.1, 1), where N (a, b) is the
Gaussian distribution with mean a and variance b. Then for
each estimator, generate 10000 errors to calculate AEE, GAE,
HAE, median error and IMRE. The results are in Table I.

TABLE I. RESULTS OF PERFORMANCE METRICS

AEE GAE HAE Median IMRE
x̂1 1.0454 0.7152 0.1949 0.9102 1.0095

x̂2 1.2126 0.7246 0.1656 0.8633 1.0838

x̂3 1.0788 0.7063 0.1206 0.8855 1.0220

x̂4 1.1614 0.6280 0.1083 0.7831 0.9381

x̂5 0.7943 0.5304 0.0753 0.6638 0.7588

TABLE II. PMFS OF RANDOM ESTIMATOR

AEE GAE HAE Median IMRE
P{x̂ = x̂1} 0.2101 0.1033 0.0651 0.0818 0.1535

P{x̂ = x̂2} 0.0809 0.0865 0.1289 0.1441 0.0802

P{x̂ = x̂3} 0.1843 0.1191 0.2269 0.1146 0.1412

P{x̂ = x̂4} 0.1204 0.2586 0.2536 0.2506 0.2240

P{x̂ = x̂5} 0.4043 0.4325 0.3255 0.4090 0.4010

From Table I, x̂5 is the best, but we cannot rank the
other estimators easily because different error metrics lead



to different rankings. By the methods proposed in this paper,
however, we can rank them in a composite and reasonable way.

We now rank the performance of the estimators by esti-
mator randomization. First calculate the reference points and
pmfs of x̂. The results are in Table II and are put into the
following matrix A = [p1, . . . , p5]

A =





0.2101 0.1033 0.0651 0.0818 0.1535
0.0809 0.0865 0.1289 0.1441 0.0802
0.1843 0.1191 0.2269 0.1146 0.1412
0.1204 0.2586 0.2536 0.2506 0.2240
0.4043 0.4325 0.3255 0.4090 0.4010





Then calculate similarity of each pmf pair by (3) and form the
observation support matrix as

YOSM =





1 0.9331 0.8970 0.9092 0.9706
0.9294 1 0.9564 0.9882 0.9893
0.9090 0.9551 1 0.9648 0.9512
0.9117 0.9868 0.9686 1 0.9696
0.9675 0.9890 0.9468 0.9696 1





Then the unique positive normalized eigenvector (OSV) of
YOSM is found to be

r = [ 0.1957 0.2021 0.1987 0.2010 0.2025 ]
T

Finally, calculate the weighted average (fused) pmf of x̂ as

P = Ar = [ 0.1225 0.1041 0.1569 0.2219 0.3946 ]
T

Since a better estimator has a larger probability to be the “best”
estimator, the rank is: x̂5, x̂4, x̂3, x̂1, x̂2.

We now rank the performance of the estimators by attribute
support. First normalize the data of each metric using 0-1
scaling (2). The results are in Table III and are put into the
following matrix

B =





0.6003 0.9516 1 1 0.7714
1 1 0.7550 0.8097 1
0.6801 0.9058 0.3788 0.8998 0.8098
0.8776 0.5026 0.2759 0.4842 0.5517
0 0 0 0 0





TABLE III. NORMALIZED RESULTS OF PERFORMANCE METRICS

AEE GAE HAE Median IMRE
x̂1 0.6003 0.9516 1 1 0.7714

x̂2 1 1 0.7550 0.8097 1

x̂3 0.6801 0.9058 0.3788 0.8998 0.8098

x̂4 0.8776 0.5026 0.2759 0.4842 0.5517

x̂5 0 0 0 0 0

Then calculate data similarity of each metric pair by (4)
and form the attribute support matrix as

YASM =





1 0.9457 0.8611 0.9248 0.9704
0.9457 1 0.9478 0.9943 0.9949
0.8611 0.9478 1 0.9489 0.9284
0.9248 0.9943 0.9489 1 0.9811
0.9704 0.9949 0.9284 0.9811 1





Then the unique positive normalized eigenvector (ASV) of
YASM is found to be

r = [ 0.4381 0.4550 0.4365 0.4519 0.4542 ]
T

Finally, calculate the weighted average error for each estimator
as

Br = [ 1.9347 2.0428 1.6499 1.2030 0 ]
T

Thus, the rank is: x̂5, x̂4, x̂3, x̂1, x̂2, the same as by estimator
randomization.

In [5], we proposed to use the estimator ranking vector that
is a “joint” information user to rank estimation performance
based on multiple performance metrics. Estimator random-
ization and attribute support based methods are “marginal”
information users. These two different users use different
information and have their own pros and cons. In [5], we
pointed out that the estimator ranking vector is more proper
for the case of an adequate number of attributes because the
“joint” information is not adequate if there are not enough at-
tributes. If this is the case, we should rely more on “marginal”
information. Thus, we had better use estimator randomization
or attribute support that can be applied no matter whether the
number of attributes is adequate or not.

The idea of estimator randomization and attribute support
can also be used to solve other multiple-attribute ranking prob-
lems since estimation performance ranking based on multiple
error metrics is a multiple-attribute ranking problem. Here is
an illustrative example.

TABLE IV. SIX ATTRIBUTES OF FOUR STUDENTS

S1 S2 S3 S4

math 90 86 88 80

arts 95 93 90 86

long jump 4.1m 4.5m 5.0m 5.2m
music 87 95 88 92

history 90 92 95 85

shot put 6.6m 6.7m 6.8m 6.9m

Consider four students and six attributes in Table IV.
Our goal is to rank comprehensively the quality of the four
students based on data given in Table IV. We first rank the
quality of the students by estimator randomization. Here,
calculating the reference points is the only difference from
ranking performance of estimators. For these attributes, the
larger, the better. For example, for math, S1 is better than S2

since 90 is larger than 86. This is the opposite of error metrics.
Thus, the reference point should be calculated as

eref = min {X} −
max {X} − min {X}

N − 1

and the distance between ei and eref as εi , ei−eref. The other
steps are the same as ranking performance of the estimators
by estimator randomization. The OSV is

r = [ 0.1682 0.1666 0.1652 0.1632 0.1722 0.1646 ]
T

Finally, calculate the weighted average (fused) pmf as

[ 0.2129 0.2807 0.2803 0.2261 ]
T

Thus, the rank is: S2, S3, S4, S1 (more accurately, S2 ≈ S3 >
S4 ≈ S1)

We now rank the quality of the students by attribute
support. The steps are the same as ranking performance of



the estimators by attribute support. The ASV is

r = [ 0.4202 0.4029 0.4051 0.3785 0.4461 0.3933 ]
T

Finally, calculate the weighted average for each student as

[ 1.0461 1.5346 1.6023 1.0350 ]
T

Thus, the rank is: S3, S2, S1, S4 (more accurately, S3 ≈ S2 >
S4 ≈ S1)

This example illustrates how to solve a multiple-attribute
ranking problem using the idea of estimator randomization and
attribute support. In [5], we used “joint” information based
ranking vector to solve this problem. As for the analysis of
the above example, these two different methods use different
information and have their own pros and cons.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Two “marginal” information users, based on estimator ran-
domization and attribute support, are introduced for estimation
performance ranking.

Estimator randomization is based on introducing a random
estimator x̂ and treating the estimators as its realizations. We
rank the estimators by the rank of pi = P {x̂ = x̂i}. The larger
the probability is, the better the corresponding estimator is.
Estimation error data in terms of an error metric carries useful
information about the sought-after pmf. From each error metric
i, we have proposed a method to obtain a pmf of x̂. This is
based on design of reference points that is proven to meet
the four requirements: (a) a better estimator should have a
larger probability, (b) the pmf of x̂ should be location invariant,
(c) the pmf of x̂ should be scale invariant, and (d) when the
data set is equispaced, the ranking entropy should be largest.
Our ranking of the estimators is in a composite way based
on multiple incomprehensive error metrics since they reflect
different performance aspects of the estimators. Given different
pmfs of x̂ from different error metrics, we proposed to fuse
the pmfs by OSV. The elements of OSV reflect how much
each pmf is supported by the others. A larger element means
that the corresponding pmf is more reliable and should have a
heavier weight. The fused pmf is used to rank the estimators.
To obtain OSV, two methods have been given. One is based on
SSV, and the other is based on the Perron-Frobenius theorem
and OSM. These two methods lead to the same unique OSV.
OSM is composed of all pairwise similarity results of pmfs.
We have proposed to use the KLRD to measure the similarity
of each pmf pair. KLRD is a derivative of the Kullback-Leibler
divergence and can overcome two drawbacks of KL divergence
that are important for estimation performance ranking.

Attribute support is another weighted averaging method to
rank estimators. We have proposed to use ASV to determine
the weights of error metric data. The elements of ASV reflect
how much support the data of an error metric receives from
the others. A larger element means that the corresponding data
is more reliable and should have a heavier weight. To obtain
ASV, two methods have been given. One is based on SSV, and
the other is based on the Perron-Frobenius theorem and ASM.
These two methods lead to the same unique ASV. ASV is
composed of all pairwise cosine similarity results of the error
metric data.

We have given steps for ranking estimation performance
based on estimator randomization and attribute support, and
two examples have been given to illustrate them. Compared
with the method based on the estimator ranking vector (a
“joint” information user), we conclude that they have their own
pros and cons, and they use different information. Moreover,
weighted averaging can be applied no matter whether the
number of the attributes is adequate or not. We have also pro-
posed to use the idea of estimator randomization and attribute
support to solve other multiple-attribute ranking problems and
an example has been given to illustrate them.
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